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Abstract: The complex system can be represented as hierarchy of simpler components. On the one hand different levels 
of hierarchy have an advantage for more deeply research of properties of the complex system. On the other hand a 
flexible model and method of testing and diagnosing of the complex system need to be developed. Moreover, 
international IEEE testability standards should be applied.The research presented in the current paper offers approach 
of testing of complex digital system based on hierarchy scaling during diagnosis experiment. Several models of testing 
are proposed. Main principles of testing system organization are given. The result of the work is significant time 
reduction of test and diagnostic of system overall. 
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1. ACTUALITY OF THE RESEARCH 
Modern micro- and nanotechnologies give the 

possibility to create Systems on Chip (SoC) and 
Networks on Chip (NoC) with following properties: 
high frequency of synchronization and performance, 
low power consumption, low geometries, high scale 
integration [1]-[4]. The components of NoCs unlike 
SoCs have additional possibility to interchange in-
formation using standard network protocols. 

Nowadays all complex digital devices are re-
garded on different levels of hierarchy. The lowest 
level of consideration consists of modern Integrated 
Circuits (IC), like PLD and ASIC, in which SoCs or 
NoCs, triggers, and processors are implemented. The 
next level is formed by digital devices assembled as 
a single system on a board, where low level ICs rep-
resent the elements. 

The sets of boards, that generate a system on 
crate, are the next level Personal computer IBM is a 
typical representation of such systems. The next 
level combines sets of crates or boxes into complex 
control system of manufacturing processes or critical 
technologies (aviation, airspace, nuclear-power en-
gineering, meteorology, defense, ecology, etc.) [5]. 
A geographically distributed system, e.g. Internet, 
can be regarded as the next level of consideration. 

We examine the levels of hierarchy described 
above with aim to construct a model and method for 
digital system testing with pre-defined diagnosis 
depth. 

Reducing of time of testing and diagnosis for 
complex digital systems is the goal of the presented 
work. A general model of organization and execu-
tion of diagnostic experiment, that includes condi-
tional and unconditional algorithms of searching of 
defects and is conditioned of IEEE testability stan-
dards, is the base of the research. The following 
three tasks are regarded to achieve the delivered 
goal: 

1) Reviewing of testability standards;  
2) Developing hierarchical model of organization 

and execution of diagnostic experiment that condi-
tioned of using testability standards;  

3) Building of ad hoc testing models directed to-
wards specification of digital design description. 

The digital system described on several levels of 
hierarchy and designed using testability standards is 
the object of the research. A program-technical 
complex F is considered as the object of testing: 
 

>=< C,B,P,MF  
 
where }C,...,C,C{C n21= – finite nonempty set of 
crates in system, }B,...,B,B{B m21= – set of 
boards in crate, }P,...,P,P{P k21=  – packages on 
board, }m,...,m,m{M l21= – set of IP modules in 
IC. The main equation of diagnosis for the con-
cerned object of the research is: 
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where parameters rrm F,F,T,R,R,R,L,D – are: a 
set of detected faults in system; fault coverage; a bi-
nary Vector of Experimental Validation (VEV) that 
equal to number of observed outputs; a reference 
vector of output states; a vector of experimental 
validation of output states; a test; a reference device 
model; a real device. 

Graph theory, discrete mathematics, technical di-
agnostics, digital systems theory, digital simulation 
tools are methods of the research. 

 
2. FUNCTIONALITIES OF 

IEEE STANDARDS 
Manufacturing of yield ratio, time-to-market de-

sign and operational reliability are three parameters 
that determine the efficiency of testing tools. Clearly 
revolutionary transformations in nano- and submi-
cron technologies of a chip manufacturing and also 
for SoCs and NoCs creation send new challenges to 
testing and diagnosis of complex digital systems and 
networks [6], and [7]. Reducing of the number of re-
jects DL as a solution of problems mentioned above 
tightly connects with quality of testing [8]: 

)T1(Y1DL −−= . Yield ratio is maximal if test cov-
ers of 100% of defects; it means luck of rejects on 
the market. The time of verification and testing gov-
erns by quality of the test is also an important crite-
rion at time time-to-market. The reliability of the 
device depends on the fault coverage of quality of 
the test since the defect tested lately can lead catas-
trophic effects. IEEE standards [8]-[11] are world 
experience of the design for testability uses of lead-
ing corporations.  

IEEE 1149.1-2001 Standard Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture defines of architecture 
and functions of test logic.  It is can be embedded 
into the IC to provide standard approaches of testing 
the interconnections between ICs, testing of inte-
grated circuits, observing or modifying of circuit ac-
tivity. The test logic consists of a Boundary Scan 
register (BSr) with other building blocks and a Test 
Access Port (TAP). The problem of testing of digital 
device, which consists of several interconnected in-
tegrated circuits, demands of solving of following 
tasks: 1) checking of functionality of each compo-
nent; 2) checking of proper interconnect; 3) check-
ing of overall system functionality.  

IEEE 1149.4-1999 Standard for a Mixed-Signal 
Test Bus [9] defines test features and test protocols 
of analog-digital components for testing of intercon-
nections, breakages, short circuits, and time parame-
ters, digital and analog characteristics.  

IEEE 1149.6-2003 Standard for Boundary-Scan 
Testing of Advanced Digital Networks [10] extends 
of IEEE Std. 1149.1 with aim to standardize the 
Boundary-Scan structures and methods required to 
ensure simple, robust, and minimally intrusive 
Boundary-Scan testing of advanced digital networks.  

Standardization of access interface to test em-
bedded cores is the main function of the IEEE 1500 
Standard for Embedded Core Test (SECT) [11]. The 
standard provides circuitry to access internal cores to 
stimulate inputs and observe outputs. Here are two 
approaches to check operability of the device: using 
Automated Test Equipment and using Built-in Self 
Test. In both cases it is necessary to apply test sam-
ples to inputs of the core and to propagate responses 
to outputs the system for further analysis. Access 
mechanism provides this functionality.  

IEEE 1500 SECT includes two parts: hardware 
and Core Test Language. Main advantage of test-
ability standards is possibility to scan internal sig-
nals of system-on-chip or system-on-board, includ-
ing signals of functional units-on-chip. Interface of 
IEEE 1500 SECT is depicted on the Fig.1. 

All components are connected to TAP-controller 
and tested as independent circuit, which have sepa-
rate test, TAP-controller, command register, bound-
ary scan register and command decoder. Main com-
ponent of boundary scan register is scan cell, as 
shown on the Fig. 2. It is can be considered as hard-
ware redundancy for each line under observation and 
control. The number of lines is limited in the design. 
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Fig.  1 – Standard IEEE P1500 Wrapper Components. 
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Fig.  2 – Boundary Scan Cell. 
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Note the time consumption is related to the work 
of BSr. The more register bits L(R) it has the more 
considerable testing time is. It is depends on inputs 
number N(X) and test length L(T). It can be defined 
as )T(L)R(L)T(L)X(NQ ×+×= . 
 
3. AD HOC TECHNOLOGIES OF DIGITAL 

SYSTEM TESTING 
Other important extension of IEEE Boundary 

Scan standard [8] with aim to minimize time of IP-
cores testing is proposed in [12]. Each IP-core has 
BIST that generates pseudorandom test sequence is 
the main idea. All IP-cores can be tested simultane-
ously. Idle periods are added to the test schedule in 
order to avoid the test conflicts between the deter-
ministic tests of different cores. The Advanced Mi-
crocontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) bus is used 
to test distribution. Authors have proposed the 
methodology of optimal combination (in the view of 
time cost) of pseudorandom and deterministic tests 
for system that consists of multi-cores. The de-
scribed standards is a basic instrument that can be 
extended by ad hoc technologies to solve more com-
plex tasks of test synthesis, verification and diagnos-
tics, fault simulation. The specialized technologies 
for the test of complex digital system that allow de-
veloping of hybrid methodology [13],[14] and com-
bining IEEE standards with heuristics will be pro-
posed. 

On the Fig.3 the test system uses the bus for 
transportation of test sequences from test processor 
to reactions of unit-under-test and back, is presented. 

 

ARM
processor Decoder Test

processor

System Bus 32

IP-Core 1 IP-Core n...

 
Fig.  3 – Bus architecture for digital system testing. 

Use a decoder of such architecture gives the pos-
sibility to test of several IP-cores or ICs, and ARM 
processor also. Generating of pre-tests and patterns 
for all modules in digital system is a preparation of 
diagnostic experiment. Test, patterns and algorithms 
of defect searching as the diagnostic software is 
stored in the test processor. During of the test execu-
tion the ARM processor delivers a control to the test 
processor with interruption of main functions of 
digital system. Simplicity of configuration, possibil-
ity of diagnosis to IC and high performance are ad-
vantages of the system. High performance is defined 
by clock frequency and bus width: 

                          
rf
nk tt

×
×

=ϕ ,                           (1) 

 
where r,f,n,k tt – the number of rows and columns 
(dimension) of test, clock frequency and data trans-
fer bus width respectively. 

The disadvantage of the presented architecture is 
impossibility of defect location and identification 
inside the IC. 

The structure on the Fig.4 combines advantages 
of data transfer bus organization between IP-cores 
with high diagnosis depth, as in IEEE 1149 standard, 
is proposed to overcome the disadvantage described 
above. 

Significant slowing of test experiment with dura-
tion defined as: 

 

bsr

tt

Lrf
nk
××
×

=ϕ ,                       (2) 

 
where bsrL  – length of boundary scan chain of IP-
core under test, is the retribution of test quality. The 
proposed approach is oriented on functional testing 
of system components, and does not consider inter-
connections between IP-cores. 
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Fig.  4 - Bus architecture and Boundary Scan standard 

The next architecture (Fig. 5) combines advan-
tages of bus organization, Boundary Scan standard 
and BIST tools. It gives significant reducing of test 
experiment execution time for high defect diagnosis 
depth within single system component: 

 

bsr

tt

Lrf
)nk(

××
×

=
η

ϕ ,                      (4) 

 
where η  – coefficient, which taking into account the 
part of deterministic test in whole test sequence 
length (plus pseudorandom sequences) for IP-core 
testing. 
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Clearly, that for verification of all digital system 
components with aim to diagnose it, N-number ex-
periments need to be done. 

Fig. 6 demonstrates the general structure of test-
ing process of complex hierarchical digital system 
constructed with aim to check operability and locate 
and identify defect. 
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Fig.  5 – Bus architecture, BIST and Boundary Scan 

standard. 

The several principles of testing system organiza-
tion can be marked out:  

1) Using of the most appropriate IEEE standards 
[8]-[11] for verification of components on the cur-
rent level of hierarchy;  

2) Determining of given depth diagnosis auto-
matically, without using of conditional defect find-
ing algorithms;  

3) Diagnosis is running only if one component is 
faulty;  

4) The testing procedure after repair begins from 
the top level to low level of hierarchy – descending 
diagnosis;  

5) The testing procedure can start from any level 
of hierarchy and can finish on the level desired by 
engineer. 

The test processor regulates of feeding of input 
sequences in necessary format with defined proper-
ties for specific components of considered level of 
hierarchy F}M,P,B,C{ ∈ . Each component has 
a standard of test for checking and diagnosis of 
custom defects. The test process supports of 
automatic mode of searching of defects with the 
highest diagnosis depth, up to gate level or piece of 
source code. Process can be finished on reaching of 
defined diagnosis depth by the request of user. The 
diagnosis procedure after repair starts from the top 
level of organization of diagnosis experiment.  

Input data are state bits of BSr, which are formed 
into response table nq,1r;p,1t],T[T tr +=== , 
with dimension np× , p – number of test vectors, n 
– number of BSr bits. 

 (ВР – repair; D+ – user is satisfied with diagno-
sis depth). 
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Fig.  6 – Structure of complex digital system testing 

process. 

The Experimental Check Vector (ECV) 
)Y,...,Y,...,Y,Y(Y ni21= is the result of each test-

vector from response table. ECV allows identifica-
tion and localization of fault by using of the follow-
ing equations: 
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            (5) 

 
where )D;D,D( ms

i  – respectively: faults, which 
behavior is described using predicate )X(LY iii = ; 
set of single faults, detected by test-vector; set of 
multiple faults, defined by the second equation. 

Equations (5) give the possibility of significant 
rising of diagnostics depth in case of all faults and 
possible incorrectness were covered during assertion 
definition. For example, there is assertion system, 
forming following fault coverage table Di: 

 

001.1.
10..11
11.11.
1111.1

YYDDDD 21
4321

              (6) 
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Application of the first equation of (10) for 
vector  1Y  gives the results: 

34221

32431
s

D)]DD()DD[(\
\)]DD()DDD[(D

=∪∪∪
∪∩∪∪=  

which allows to exclude faults 421 D,D,D  from 
suspected ones list. If it is considered presence of 
multiple faults in design then it is necessary to use 
second equation from (5) for (116 because the first 
one doesn’t detect faults at all:  

)DD()]DD[(\)]DD(
)DD()DDD[(D

314221

32431
m

∪=∪∪∩
∩∪∪∪∪=

 

The proposed approach gives possibility to detect 
single fault, and at least one of the multiple, existing 
in list mD . 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

International IEEE standards developed for test-
ing and diagnosis of program-technical complexes 
and broad range of electronic system: starting with 
components inside IC, ending with complex sys-
tems, consisting of boards and crates were viewed in 
the presented research. The IEEE standards 1149.1, 
1149.4, 1149.6 and 1500 demonstrate wide resource 
for solving the following tasks: component func-
tional testing; interconnection testing; system on 
board functional testing; system on crate functional 
testing.  

Analog components; digital components; mixed 
components; discrete elements; printed circuit 
boards, consisted of mentioned components are the 
objects of testing. We consider the block-
hierarchical method of testing and diagnosis: the 
complex system is represented as hierarchy of sim-
pler components. 

Combination of ad hoc technologies with existed 
testability standards and with specialized schematic 
solutions give the possibility of reducing the time of 
testing and diagnosis of complex digital systems in a 
few times. The described strategy can be regarded as 
the main innovation in the presented work. 

Practical application of the current research is 
applying the new model of diagnosis process model 
to design of complex hierarchical digital systems 
that are operated the critical technologies. 

Future works are connected with reached results 
will be oriented to implementations developed 
model for testing and diagnosis complex control sys-
tems of for critical technologies of nuclear power 
stations.  

Concerning the new System JTAG [15] appear-
ance in the EDA world market the next step of im-
proving suggested diagnosis technology is connected 
with systems wrapping development based on men-
tioned draft standard. 
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